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Abstract of JP 2000196756 (A)

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To automatically
switch the destination for transfer to an incoming call

depending on position information. SOLUTION:
When an incoming call arrives at a transfer service
center, a transfer setting control means 210 refers to

a data base 120 in accordance with an input
operation from a user, controls a sound response
device 110 and sets the transfer of the incoming call

against transfer setting data designated from the
user. The content of setting is selected by suitable
announce guidance.; Transfer setting against the
incoming call when the power of PHS terminals 21a,
21 b and 21 c are cut or in a place where a radio
wave does not reach, namely, in a position of a PHS
terminal 22 for such as transfer setting when
connection is not permitted, and transfer setting
against the incoming call in the present positions of
the respective PHS terminals 21a, 21b and 21c such
as the transfer setting of position designation is

provided as item of setting. A transfer destination
control means 220 retrieves a transfer destination
based on transfer setting data on the data base 120,
and transfers the incoming call to the respective
PHS terminals 21 a, 21 b and 22.
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(revised portions underlined )

INCOMING CALL TRANSFER SYSTEM

[Claim l]An incoming call transfer system of a PHS terminal for tranferring
such incoming call to the other party comprising:

a data base set for each of said PHS terminals comprised of a transfer
data set;

means for compiling said transfer data set in response to information
inputted by a user; and
means for controlling the call transfer to the other party, characterized in

that; " ^ ~ "

*
^

"

said transfer data set includes a first data set to be referred to when said
incoming call is not established and second data set to be referred to when
said inclimng call is established, said first data set includes descriptions of
valid or invalid of call transfer and telephone numbers of the other party,
said second data set includes at least one data set comprised of information
of said PHS terminal of different places, descriptions of valid or invalid of
call transfer, telephone numbers to be transferred and said information of
places,

said means for controlling a call transfer to the other party includes
means for determining a current place of a PHS terminal of white the call is

established, means for searching any data including information of a place
corresponds to said current place of the PHS terminal from said data base,
means for transferring incoming call to a party described in a transfer data
set for said current place of the PHS terminal when the transfer to said
current place is set as valid, means for transferring said incoming call to

said PHS terminal when the transfer to said current place is set as invalid
and when there is no data set for said current place.

[Claim 2]The call redirection system according to claim 1, wherein said call

redirection system possesses an audio response unit and said user edits said
transfer setting data according to a voice guidance from said audio response
unit.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]

This invention relates to the call redirection system which transmits the
arrival to a PHS (Personal Handy Phone System) terminal to the
predetermined destination based on the transfer setting of the call

redirection set up beforehand.
[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]

Conventionally, there is call redirection service as one of the services
provided in PHS. In this call redirection service, the arrival to a PHS
terminal can be transmitted to the terminal of the destination set up
beforehand, for example, a fixed-line telephone machine etc., in the cases,

1



such as the time of using carrying out high speed movement of the PHS
terminal, for example, the service area outside of the circle of PHS or power
off of a PHS terminal. As an example of the call redirection system of PHS
by such conventional technology, a call redirection system which is

indicated, for example to JP,10~271563,A is known.
[0003]

Drawing 6 is a block lineblock diagram showing an example of the call

redirection system by conventional technology. The base transceiver station
(CS) 2 where a call redirection system performs connect control by PHS
terminal 1, PHS terminal 1, and radio, It is connected with the base
transceiver station 2 via the I interface subscriber system module adapter
(ISMA) 3A, The I interface subscriber system module (ISM) 4A which has
the line switching and supplementary service function for providing
ISDN-connection service, The digital switching system (D70 (SAP)) 5A
which performs exchange control of a wireless circuit via the I interface
subscriber system module 4A, The audio response unit (ARE) 6 which
reproduces the voice data accumulated by the digital signal according to

various kinds of inputs, The PHS service control office (NSP) 7 which
performs various service control concerning PHS, The digital switching
system (D70) 5B connected with the PHS service control office 7 via the I

interface subscriber system module (ISM) 4B in the home memory office

where PHS terminal 1 belongs, The I interface subscriber system module
adapter (H-ISMA) 3B as a home memory office where PHS terminal 1

belongs, It comprises the database (ISMA-DB) 8 which stores various
information on PHS terminal 1 belonging to the I interface subscriber
system module adapter (H-ISMA) 3B as a subscriber data, and the
subscriber data 9 stored in the database 8.

[0004]

Next, operation of the call redirection system of the above-mentioned
composition is explained. A user sends to the PHS service control office 7
by making into a connection destination number the particular number
defined beforehand via PHS terminal 1 as information which requests
change of the call redirection point. The PHS service control office 7 is the
particular number as which the sent connection destination number was
determined beforehand.
And it is judged whether call origination origin is PHS terminal 1.

Then, the PHS service control office 7 requires the input of an instruction
code of PHS terminal 1 by a voice guidance etc. through the base
transceiver station 2. As a kind of instruction code, the start of a call

redirection function, a stop, change of the call redirection point, etc. are
provided. The user of a PHS terminal operates a PHS terminal according to

this voice guidance, and transmits a desired instruction code. If the
instruction code replied according to a demand is received, the PHS service
station 7, It connects with the I interface subscriber system module adapter
3B in the home memory office of PHS terminal 1 specified based on the
message serial number of PHS terminal 1 via a common-channel-signalling
network, According to an instruction code, setting out or change of the
telephone number of setting out, a stop, or the call redirection point of a call

redirection function, etc. is directed. These directions are based and the I
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interface subscriber system module adapter 3B in a home memory office

rewrites the contents of the applicable subscriber data 9 in the database 8.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]
The number of the call redirection points which can be beforehand set up in
the call redirection system of the above-mentioned composition is one, For
example, it could not say that it transmitted by changing the call redirection
point out of two or more call redirection points according to the current
position of PHS terminal 1, but there was a problem that the convenience of
a call redirection system was bad. When the power supply of PHS terminal
1 is on, for example and it is in the communications area within the circle of
PHS, some users may wish call redirection, but. In the above-mentioned
conventional technology, since the room of selection to such a case was not
taken into consideration, it had the problem that a user's demand could not
be met. This invention was made in light of the above-mentioned
circumstances, and an object of this invention is to provide the call

redirection system which can choose the call redirection point automatically
from two or more call redirection points based on the position information
on a PHS terminal.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem]
In order to attain the purpose of solving an aforementioned problem and
starting, this invention a call redirection system of this invention according
to claim 1, Are arrival to a PHS terminal a call redirection system
transmitted to the destination set up beforehand, and said call redirection
system, A transfer setting control means which possesses a database which
consists of transfer setting data set up for said every PHS terminal, and
edits said transfer setting data based on input from a user, Have a
destination control means and said transfer setting data, Consist of ** setting
out and setting out for tab control specification referred to at the time of
connection [ with said PHS terminal ] good at the time of connection [

which is referred to at the time of connection / with said PHS terminal /
improper ] improper, and at the time of said connection improper for **

setting out. Effective or invalidity of implementation of transmission, and a
transfer destination telephone number are described, and said setting out
for tab control specification, It is constituted by at least one or more data
sets from which position information on said PHS terminal differs, and to

each of said data set. Implementation of transmission is effective, or
invalidity, a transfer destination telephone number, and said position
information are described, and said destination control means is

characterized by that the time of connection [ with said PHS terminal ]

good comprises the following.

A means to pinpoint a current position of said PHS terminal.
A means to search existence of said transfer setting data including said
same position information as said current position from said database.
A means to transmit said arrival to said transfer destination telephone
number indicated to this transfer setting data when implementation of
transmission is validated by said data set to said current position.

A means to transmit said arrival to said PHS terminal when implementation
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of transmission is repealed by said data set to said current position, and
when said data set to said current position does not exist.

[0007]

By the time of using in the above call redirection systems, carrying out high
speed movement of the PHS terminal, for example, the communications
area outside of the circle of PHS or power off of a PHS terminal, etc. For
example, it adds to transmitting arrival to this PHS terminal to the
destination set up beforehand, when connection with a PHS terminal from a
base transceiver station etc. cannot be performed, For example, since call

redirection can be carried out to the destination set up beforehand when a
power supply of a PHS terminal is on and it is in the communications area
within the circle of PHS, for example, it be afraid to receive mail arrival

with a PHS terminal ~ there is no necessity of turning off a PHS terminal
even if it is a time of being in ******, and an unnecessary trouble is

avoidable even if it is a case where a PHS terminal forgets to be turned off

even if.

[0008]

As for the call redirection system according to claim 2, said call redirection
system possesses an audio response unit, and said user is characterized by
editing said transfer setting data according to a voice guidance from said
audio response unit.

[0009]

In the above-mentioned call redirection system, since call redirection can be
set up according to a voice guidance, call redirection can be easily set up by
connecting with a transmission service center etc., for example from a PHS
terminal.

[0010]

[Embodiment of the Invention]
Hereafter, it explains, referring to an accompanying drawing for the
embodiment of the device of this invention. Drawing 1 is a block lineblock
diagram of the call redirection system concerning one embodiment of this

invention, drawing 2 is a lineblock diagram showing transfer setting data,

and the call redirection system 10 by this embodiment comprises the
following:

(For example, the plurality 11a, lib, and 11c, for example, three base
transceiver stations, which were installed in a mutually different wireless
area within the circle, respectively as shown in drawing 1.)

Three PHS terminals 21a, 21b, and 21c located in each wireless area within
the circle of each base transceiver stations 11a, lib, and 11c.

PHS terminal 22 belonging to neither of the wireless area within the circle

of each base transceiver stations 11a, lib, and 11c.

The plurality 31a, 31b, and 31c, for example, the three destinations, which
consist of fixed-line telephones for example, it is specified as the destination
of mail arrival, The electronic branch exchange 100 which operates by
programmed control, the audio response unit 110 which accompanies the
electronic branch exchange 100, the database 120 which stores transfer

setting data, the member interface device 130, and the general telephone
line switchboard 140 by which the destinations 31a, 31b, and 31c are
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accommodated.

[0011]

The electronic branch exchange 100 is provided with the following.
Transfer setting control means 210.

Destination control means 220.

If the transfer setting control means 210 has mail arrival in a transmission
service center from a user, will control the audio response unit 110 and the
voice guidance about an input will be performed, The transfer setting data
of the database 120 is referred to according to the alter operation from a
user, and call redirection is set up to the specified transfer setting data. The
setting detail of call redirection is directed by the proper voice guidance,
and as an item of this setting out, The transfer setting at the time of
connection improper, i.e., the place, for example, transfer setting to the
arrival in the position of PHS terminal 22, which an electric wave does not
reach while turning off PHS terminals 21a, 21b, 21c, and 22, The transfer
setting of tab control specification, i.e., the transfer setting to the arrival in
the current position of each PHS terminals 21a, 21b, and 21c located in the
place which an electric wave reaches, is provided. The destination control
means 220 transmits by searching the destination based on the transfer
setting data of the database 120 to the arrival to each PHS terminals 21a,
21b, 21c, and 22.

[0012]

As shown in drawing 2, the transfer setting data of the database 120, For
example, for every member of PHS, a subscriber's number is allotted, it is

arranged, and the transfer setting data to each member comprises a ** table
(at the time of connection improper business setting out) 310, and the table
320 for tab control specification (setting out for tab control specification) at

the time of connection improper. At the time of connection improper, the **

table 310 is a portion mostly used as the subscriber data 9 in the
conventional technology mentioned above with an identical content, and the
existence of a transmission talkie, the information on classification, etc. are
described to be the existence of transfer setting, and a transfer destination
telephone number. The table 320 for tab control specification is making a
predetermined number of table structures beforehand defined by the
telephone service company, and the setting-out number 1, the setting-out
number 2, and the setting-out number of the call redirection of setting-out
number 3 grade are allotted as opposed to each table (data set). The
information on the position information to which each table of each
setting-out numbers 1, 2, and 3 serves as existence of transfer setting and a
transfer destination telephone number, for example from the number of a
base transceiver station, etc. in addition to the setting-out number of call

redirection, etc. are described. In the table 320 for tab control specification,
when the input of the purport that transmission of tab control specification
is started, for example from a user is inputted, for example, the validity of
execution of call redirection is shown, a flag etc. are recorded to the
setting-out number corresponding to this input.

[0013]

The call redirection system 10 by this embodiment is explained having
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above-mentioned composition, next referring to drawing 4 for operation of
the call redirection system 10 from drawing 1. Drawing 3 is a flow chart
which shows the first half of operation of the call redirection system 10 at

the time of a user being derived to the audio response unit 110, and setting
up call redirection, Drawing 4 is a flow chart which shows the latter half of
operation of the call redirection system 10 at the time of a user being
derived to the audio response unit 110, and setting up call redirection, and
drawing 5 is a flow chart which shows operation of the destination control
means 220. First, it explains, referring to drawing 3 for the operation at the
time of making setting out or change of the call redirection point by the
transfer setting control means 210. A user calls a transmission service center,
for example from the PHS terminal device 21a (Step SI). If there is a call of
a transmission service center, the electronic branch exchange 100 will
connect PHS terminal 21a to the audio response unit 110, and guidance by
the announcement by programmed control will be performed to the user of
PHS terminal 21a. In the transfer setting to the arrival in the place which an
electric wave does not reach while cutting the transfer setting at the time of
connection improper, i.e., the power supply of PHS terminal 21a, with this

guidance, for example. It is directed that the input of the number set as
each item performs selection of the item of an end of the transfer setting
which sets up the destination individually to the transfer setting of tab
control specification, i.e., the current position of PHS terminal 21a, and this

operation, etc. (Step S2).

[0014]

When a user inputs the number corresponding to the transfer setting of tab
control specification from PHS terminal 21a and the transfer setting of tab
control specification is chosen (Step S3), . [ whether the audio response unit
110 starts transmission as opposed to the user of PHS terminal 21a, and ] It

is directed that the input of the number set as each item performs whether
the destination is changed or the classification of a transmission talkie is

changed, effective transmission is already suspended or this operation is

ended, and selection of an item (step S4). When a user chooses the start of
transmission (Step S5), it is judged whether the transfer setting to the
current position of PHS terminal 21a already exists in the database 120 (Step
S6). When there is no transfer setting to the current position of PHS
terminal 21a in the database 120 here, If it points so that a setting-out
number may be inputted (Step S7), and a user inputs the setting-out number
1 according to these directions (Step S8), it will be judged whether transfer
setting already exists in this setting-out number 1 (step S9).

[0015]

When transfer setting does not exist in the setting-out number 1, It is

directed that the input of the number set as each item performs whether the
audio response unit 110 uses the call redirection point as a voice mail center
as opposed to the user of PHS terminal 21a or a transfer destination
telephone number is inputted, and selection of an item (Step S10). When a
user chooses the input of a transfer destination telephone number (Step Sll)

, the input of a transfer destination telephone number is urged to the audio
response unit 110 to the user of PHS terminal 21a (Step S12). If the input of
a transfer destination telephone number is made from a user (Step S13), the
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audio response unit 110 receives the user of PHS terminal 21a, It announces
repeating the inputted transfer destination telephone number and starting
transmission, and selection of whether to repeat processing not more than
step S2 is urged (Step S14). If a user chooses the end of operation here (Step
S15), the audio response unit 110 will announce an end to the user of PHS
terminal 21a (Step SI 6). About setting out of a stop of call redirection, as
long as it is communications area within the circle, a setting-out number
may be specified even from any position, and a stop may be set up. A stop
may be set up from a fixed-line telephone etc. like the existing call

redirection service.

[001 6]Next, it explains, referring to drawing 5 for the operation at the time
of performing call redirection, for example to the arrival of PHS21a by the
destination control means 220. First, the database 120 is referred to, when
the electronic branch exchange 100 received the arrival addressed to PHS
terminal 21a (step ST1) and PHS terminal 21a is located in the place which
an electric wave does not reach (YES side of step ST2), It is judged whether
the transfer setting of the call redirection in the place which an electric wave
does not reach to PHS terminal 21a beforehand occurs. Here, if the transfer
setting of the call redirection in the place which an electric wave does not
reach occurs (YES side of step ST3), when mail arrival will be transmitted
and there will be no transfer setting (NO side of step ST3), an
announcement to that effect is performed. On the other hand, when PHS
terminal 21a is located in the place which an electric wave reaches (NO side
of step ST2), with reference to the database 120, it is judged whether the
current position of PHS21a is pinpointed and the transfer setting of call

redirection occurs to this current position (step ST4). The transfer setting of
call redirection exists to the current position of PHS21a here, If execution of
call redirection is validated (YES side of step ST5), when mail arrival is

transmitted and transfer setting does not exist, and when [ even if transfer
setting exists, ] execution of call redirection is not validated (NO side of
step ST5), a message is received to PHS21a.
[0017]

By the time of using according to the call redirection system 10 by this

embodiment, carrying out high speed movement of PHS terminal 21a, for

example, the wireless area outside of the circle of PHS or the power off of
PHS terminal 21a, etc. For example, when connection with PHS terminal 21a
from the base transceiver station 11a cannot be performed, transmitting the
arrival to this PHS terminal 21a to the destination set up beforehand - in
addition, when the power supply of PHS terminal 21a is on, for example
and it is in the wireless area within the circle of PHS. since call redirection
can be carried out to the destination set up beforehand, it be afraid to
receive mail arrival, for example with PHS terminal 21a, even if in a place
where it should be turned off, There is no necessity of turning off PHS
terminal 21a, and an unnecessary trouble is avoidable even if it is a case
where PHS terminal 21a forgets to be turned off even if. Since transfer
setting of call redirection can be performed according to guidance with the
sound of the audio response unit 110, transfer setting of call redirection can
be easily performed by connecting with a transmission service center etc.

from PHS terminal 21a.
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[0018]

In this embodiment, for example, it provided the database 120, at the
exchange station, registration of the transfer setting of call redirection and
reception of mail arrival were processed, but. It may not be limited to this

but each of the exchange station possessing the database 120, the exchange
station which processes registration of the transfer setting of call redirection,

and the exchange station which performs reception of mail arrival may be
made into the separate exchange station in the same network.
[0019]

[Effect of the Invention]
As explained above, according to the call redirection system of this

invention according to claim 1. Also in the case where connection with a
PHS terminal from a base transceiver station can be performed in addition
to transmitting the arrival to this PHS terminal to the destination set up
beforehand when connection with a PHS terminal from a base transceiver
station cannot be performed, since call redirection can be carried out to the
destination set up beforehand, it be afraid to receive mail arrival with a PHS
terminal — there is no necessity of turning off the PHS terminal even if in a
place where it should be turned off, and an unnecessary trouble is

avoidable even if it is a case where a PHS terminal forgets to be turned off

even if. According to the call redirection system according to claim 2,

according to a voice guidance, call redirection can be set up easily.
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